(1) In what follows, we assume that shared-key encryption (e.g., [8] ) and public-key encryption (e.g., [9, 22] ) are available where needed, but we use them frugally.
In addition, there are problems of secure booting and loading of software. For instance, the operating system that a host runs may be obtained from a repository across the network; a mechanism is needed to guarantee that this software is an authentic release, free of viruses, This mechanism will inevitably rely on authentication and access control, as it is necessary to restrict who can make a release. Other relations between prmczpals. where A delegates only some of these rights; we prefer the use of roles for limiting the power of delegations.
Our encoding has sensible formal consequences:
for is monotonic in both arguments.
-for is multiplicative in both arguments, in fact. This follows from the multi- -The user may indicate to the workstation that he wishes to reduce his privileges and adopt a further role R~, in order to make a request r; or the workstation may do this on behalf of the user, on its own initiative:
( Ch as R~A) says r
The requester here is ((B as RB ) for (A as R.4 ) ) as R~, which is equivalent to (1? as RB) for (A as R~as R~).
-The ACL at the server may contain (G' as RB ) for (G as R!). The server may have, or the workstation may present, certificates that prove that A + G, RA + R%, R~4 + R~, and B + G'.
-Actually, the group membership certificates come signed with someone's public key.
In each case it must be possible to resolve this public key into a name and then to discover that the name is that of someone who is trusted to certify membership in the group. Consider, for example, a situation in which G" -G appears in an ACL, with A +-G, A + G', G + G", and G' + G". Should access be granted to A? The facts A + G and G =+ G" may not be available to the procedure making the access cent rol decision. Moreover, we cannot expect A to provide proofs for then-as this is probably of no benefit to A. Therefore, the access control decision cannot depend on A + G and G + G", and hence access should be granted in this case.
In short, G" -G means "all members of G", except for those that are members of G" only via G."
This definition of subtraction is somewhat operational. Nevertheless, it is the best possible, and it has even been suggested that it provides an intuitive semantics for subtraction. 
